RESEARCH USE OF THE ORAL HISTORY TRANSCRIPT
OF

____________________________________________  of  ____________________________________________

has requested to use my oral history transcript in the John F. Kennedy Library in connection with research on:

____________________________________________________________________________________________

My instructions in this matter are as follows:

**General Access**
- _______ Applicant has my permission to see the transcript.
- _______ Application to see the transcript is denied.

**Note Taking**
- _______ Applicant may take notes on the transcript.
- _______ Applicant may not take notes on the transcript.

**Citation**
- _______ Applicant may cite the transcript in subsequent writings.
- _______ Applicant may not cite the transcript without my prior written permission.

**Quotation**
- _______ Applicant may quote passages from the transcript in subsequent writings.
- _______ Applicant may not quote passages from the transcript without my prior written permission.

**Reproduction**
- _______ Applicant may make copies of the entire transcript.
- _______ Applicant may make copies of passages from the transcript.
- _______ Applicant may not make copies of the entire transcript or passages.

**Interlibrary Loan**
- _______ The Kennedy Library may loan the transcript to a library of the researcher's choice.
- _______ The Kennedy Library may loan the transcript only to a National Archives facility.
- _______ The Kennedy Library may not loan the interview.

**Donor:**  
Signed: ___________________________  
Date: ___________________________

**Applicant:**  
Signed: ___________________________  
Date: ___________________________

The Kennedy Library does not act as an agent in obtaining permission from donors, thus it is the researcher's responsibility to mail this form to the donor in question. Please note that only those permission forms returned to the Kennedy Library directly from the donor will be accepted. Our address is:

REFERENCE DEPARTMENT  
JOHN F. KENNEDY LIBRARY  
COLUMBIA POINT  
BOSTON, MA 02125